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• Consumptions of electrolyte compo-
nents during cycling are determined in 
pouch cells. 

• Exclusive decomposition of EC and VC is 
detected during short-term cycling. 

• Only minor VC and LiPF6 decomposition 
is found during long-term cycling. 

• EC and DMC decomposition is dominant 
during long-term cycling. 

• Graphite cracking/Mn in SEI induce 
electrolyte decompositions upon long- 
term cycling.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Cell aging is a major issue in battery cells, as it affects the application capabilities. The mechanisms contributing 
to aging and capacity loss are not yet fully understood, so that performance enhancements are difficult to 
achieve. Here, the decomposition mechanisms responsible for capacity loss in LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM622)/ 
graphite lithium-ion pouch cells containing 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 1:1 
by weight with 3 wt% vinylene carbonate (VC) are analyzed. For this purpose, absolute amounts of the elec-
trolyte components are determined in cells at six stages of electrochemical aging using High Performance Liquid 
Chromatography. The resulting, absolute consumptions of the electrolyte components reveal the dominant 
degradations. Furthermore, complementary analysis methods, namely X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, gas 
chromatography, scanning electron microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, and inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry are applied. Two phases of electrochemical aging are identified: During 
formation and short-term cycling, preferential decomposition of EC and VC is observed accompanied by solid 
electrolyte interphase (SEI) buildup at the graphite particle edges. During long-term cycling, non-preferential 
decomposition of each electrolyte component is found associated with SEI growth at edges and basal planes 
of the graphite particles induced by manganese contamination and/or crack formation in the graphite during 
de-/lithiation.  
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1. Introduction 

Among electrochemical energy storage systems, lithium-ion batteries 
(LIB) offer the highest performance due to their combination of high 
energy and power densities [1]. Most of the commercially used 
lithium-ion cells are composed of a layered transition metal oxide 
cathode, a graphitic carbon anode, a separator, and a liquid electrolyte 
[2]. This liquid electrolyte usually contains LiPF6 as conducting salt, 
which is dissolved in a mixture of cyclic and linear carbonates, like 
ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) [2]. Further-
more, various additives (e.g. vinylene carbonate (VC)) can be used to 
boost the performance of the cells [2]. The key for a further systematic 
optimization of LIBs is a full understanding of the decomposition pro-
cesses associated with capacity decay in the battery cells during their 
lifetime. 

In common lithium-ion cells, reductive decomposition of the elec-
trolyte during the first cycles is necessary for their operation. The anode 
needs to be passivated by forming a surface layer, the solid electrolyte 
interphase (SEI), as the electrolyte is not stable at the low anode po-
tentials. The SEI is formed on the graphite anode during the first cycles, 
especially during the first charging, the so-called “formation”, by 
deposition of insoluble reduction products of the electrolyte components 
[2,3]. The SEI prevents further electrolyte decomposition by blocking 
electrons, while it is still permeable for lithium-ions, enabling stable 
cycling [3,4]. VC is a SEI-forming additive that promotes SEI formation 
and improves the battery cell’s performance [5]. VC is preferentially 
reduced at the graphite anode and suppresses the decomposition of the 
other electrolyte components [5]. 

During long-term cycling, transition metals from the cathode, espe-
cially manganese, are transferred to the anode [6,7]. The resulting 
manganese contamination of the SEI deteriorates its passivating prop-
erties and promotes further electrolyte decomposition associated with 
SEI growth and irreversible capacity losses [6–8]. Furthermore, the 
volume changes of the graphite particles during de-/lithiation can lead 
to cracks in the graphite particles and consequent ongoing electrolyte 
decomposition, SEI rebuilding, and irreversible capacity losses [9]. 

The electrolyte is a key component for lithium-ion cells, as it is in 
contact with all cell components. Theoretically, the electrolyte decom-
position has been studied using molecular dynamics [10,11] or quantum 
chemistry calculations [12]. Nevertheless, it is crucial to clarify exper-
imentally the decompositions in the electrolyte to refine the models and 
to gain comprehensive understanding of electrolyte aging. The pub-
lished, experimental studies about quantitative analyses of electrolytes 
in lithium-ion cells so far are usually limited to determination of quan-
tity ratios or concentrations. However, concentrations do not contain 
information about the absolute consumption of the electrolyte compo-
nents and thus the magnitudes of the electrochemical decompositions 
remain unknown. Additionally, most of these studies investigated the 
electrolyte composition at the begin of life (usually after formation) and 
at the end of life (after a certain number of cycles), although also an 
investigation of the intermediate stages is of high importance for an 
accurate understanding of the dominating degradation processes 
responsible for capacity decay. 

In this study, LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM622)/graphite lithium-ion 
pouch cells with custom-made electrodes are investigated. The electro-
lyte is extracted from these pouch cells in selected aging steps, namely 
before formation, after formation, after 25 cycles, after cycling until a 
remaining capacity of 95%, 90%, and 80% (defined as the end of life). 
These extracts are subsequently analyzed by High Performance Liquid 
Chromatography (HPLC) coupled to an electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometer (ESI/MS) and an ultraviolet/visible light (UV/Vis) detec-
tor in order to determine absolute amounts of the electrolyte compo-
nents in the cells [13]. In addition, the evolved gases are analyzed by gas 
chromatography (GC), whereas the electrodes are investigated by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and inductively coupled 

plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) to obtain a compre-
hensive insight into the cell aging mechanisms. 

The primary aim of this study is to experimentally investigate the 
magnitudes of the electrochemical decompositions in the electrolyte of 
pouch cells. The new, experimentally obtained results from this work 
could be used for further theoretical investigations of the electrolyte 
decomposition in lithium-ion cells using molecular dynamics. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Cell components 

The graphite anodes were composed of a single-sided coating of 93.5 
wt% SMG-A5 graphite (Hitachi, Japan), 1.9 wt% Timcal C65 carbon 
black (Imerys, France), 1.75 wt% sodium carboxymethylcellulose 
(NaCMC) binder (DuPont, USA), and 2.85 wt% styrene-butadiene rub-
ber (SBR) binder (JSR, Japan) on copper foil with a mass loading of 7.7 
mg cm− 2 and a theoretical areal capacity of 2.7 mAh⋅cm− 2. The final 
anodes had dimensions of 5.2 × 5.2 cm. The NCM622 cathodes were 
composed of a single-sided coating of 94 wt% NCM622 (Targray, Can-
ada), 3 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder (Solvay, Belgium), 1 
wt% Super C65 carbon black (Imerys, France), and 2 wt% Timcal SFG6L 
graphite (Imerys, France) on aluminum foil and resulting mass loading 
of 11.3 mg cm− 2 and a theoretical areal capacity of 1.9 mAh⋅cm− 2. The 
final cathodes had dimensions of 5.0 × 5.0 cm. The used separators were 
PET-based and ceramically coated with dimensions of 5.5 × 5.5 cm. 
Electrode and separator drying was done under reduced pressure for 12 
h at 130 ◦C and 180 ◦C, respectively. 

The electrolyte LP30 + VC was prepared in an argon-filled glovebox 
(oxygen and water content <1 ppm). The electrolyte had a water content 
of <20 ppm determined by Karl Fischer titration. The composition of 
LP30 + VC is listed in Table 1. 

2.2. Cell assembly 

The cells were assembled in a dry room with a dew point of − 68 ◦C. 
In each pouch cell two anodes were placed back to back in the middle, 
each facing one cathode. Furthermore, two separators were integrated in 
each cell. Each cell was filled with 900 μl of LP30 + VC. After filling, the 
cells were sealed under reduced pressure. For the calculation of the 
initial electrolyte mass within the cells, their weight was determined 
before and after filling and sealing. The capacity of each cells was about 
88 mAh. 

2.3. Cell formation and cycling 

Formation and cycling of the cells were performed on a Basytec CTS 
LAB in a climate chamber with a constant temperature of 25 ± 0.1 ◦C. 
During formation, the cells were charged with 0.1 C until 4.2 V (constant 
current-constant voltage (CC-CV), until current I < 0.05 C), then dis-
charged with 0.1 C until 3.0 V (constant current (CC)), subsequently 
charged again with 0.5 C until 4.2 V (CC-CV, until I < 0.05 C) and 
discharged at 0.5 C until 3.0 V (CC). The cells that were analyzed 
directly after formation were held at 3.0 V for 4 h. Continuous cycling 
was done with charge at 2 C (CC–CV, until I < 0.05 C) and discharge at 3 
C (CC) in a voltage range of 3.0–4.2 V for various numbers of cycles. For 
long-term cycling after every 100 cycles, a checkup cycle was performed 

Table 1 
Composition of the electrolyte LP30 + VC.  

Component Mass fraction [wt%] 

EC (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99%, USA) 42.8 ± 0.1 
DMC (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, ≥99%, USA) 42.8 ± 0.1 
VC (Gotion, ≥99.5%, USA) 3.00 ± 0.01 
LiPF6 (Sigma-Aldrich, battery grade, ≥99.99%, USA) 11.4 ± 0.1  
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where cells were charged with 0.1 C (CC-CV, until I < 0.05 C) and then 
discharged with 0.1 C (CC). Thereafter, a state of charge (SOC) of 10%, 
30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% was set by charging with 0.1 C using the Ah- 
counter method. At these SOCs the direct current (DC) internal re-
sistances were determined based on current pulses (20 s) of 1 C in 
discharge direction. The DC internal resistances were calculated by the 
potential drop and the applied current during the pulses using Ohm’s 
law. After cycling, but before the analyses, the cells were finally charged 
with 0.1 C until 4.2 V (CC-CV, until I < 0.05 C), discharged with 0.1 C 
until 3.0 V (CC) and held at 3.0 V for 4 h. 

2.4. Electrolyte extraction 

The electrolyte was extracted from pouch cells by injecting diethyl 
carbonate (DEC, Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, ≥99%, USA) as diluent. A 
detailed description of this extraction method can be found in literature 
[13]. Briefly, 500 μl DEC were injected into each pouch cell, followed by 
a storage of the cell for 14 days to enable a complete mixing of the 
injected DEC with the original electrolyte. Subsequently, the electrolyte 
was extracted, filtered by a syringe filter (pore size: 0.45 μm), and 
diluted with acetonitrile (ACN). The DEC injection and the proper 
extraction were executed in a dry room with a dew point of − 68 ◦C. 

2.5. HPLC-UV/Vis and HPLC-ESI/MS conditions 

A HPLC system of Nexera XR Ultra High Performance Liquid Chro-
matograph (Shimadzu, Japan) with an UV/Vis detector (SPD-M20A, 
Shimadzu, Japan) was used to quantify EC, DMC, DEC, and VC. The 
column Acclaim 120 C18 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was utilized 
with the following characteristics: 250 mm length × 4.6 mm interior 
diameter, particle size of 5 μm, and pore size of 120 Å. The column oven 
temperature was 50 ◦C during the analyses. The wavelength of the UV/ 
Vis detector was set to 190 nm. The flow rate was 1.00 ml min− 1 and the 
injection volume was 2.0 μl for all measurements. The mobile phase was 
constantly composed of 60% water and 40% ACN (isocratic separation). 
Each sample was injected three times and the corresponding, average 
peak area from these three measurements was used for the 
quantifications. 

The same HPLC system coupled with an ESI/MS (LCMS-2020, Shi-
madzu, Japan) was used for the quantification of Li+ and PF6

− . The 
column Acclaim 120 C18 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used with 
the following dimensions: 100 mm length × 3.0 mm interior diameter, 
particle size of 2.2 μm, and pore size of 120 Å. The temperature of the 
column oven was 50 ◦C, the flow rate was 0.75 ml min− 1, and the in-
jection volume was 1.0 μl during HPLC-ESI/MS measurements. The 
composition of the mobile phase during HPLC-ESI/MS measurements is 
listed in Table S1 in the supplementary information. Furthermore, the 
nebulizing gas flow was 1.5 l min− 1, and the drying gas flow was 20.0 l 
min− 1. The temperature of the heat block was set to 400 ◦C, the des-
olvation line temperature to 300 ◦C, and the interface temperature to 
350 ◦C. Each solution for the quantification of Li+ and PF6

− was injected 
four times. Based on the average peak areas from these four measure-
ments per solution, the Li+ and PF6

− concentrations were determined. 
PF6

− was quantified by the PF6
− peak itself in the trace of m/z = 145.0− u. 

The quantification of Li+ was realized by the peak in the trace of m/z =
89.1+ u. This peak can be ascribed to a complex consisting of Li+ and 
two ACN molecules (Li++2 ACN) [13]. 

Experimental control and measurement data evaluation were done 
using the software LabSolutions Version 5.97. 

2.6. Sample preparation for the HPLC-UV/Vis and HPLC-ESI/MS 
analyses 

The external standard method with a seven-point calibration was 
used for all the quantifications. The extracted electrolytes and the 
standard substances were diluted with ACN. The ranges of the mass 

fractions of the analytes in the standard samples and the electrolyte- 
containing samples can be found in Table S2 in the supplementary in-
formation. During the sample preparation in a dry room with a dew 
point of − 68 ◦C, each mass was weighed. Based on these weighed 
masses, the analytes were quantified. 

2.7. GC-TCD conditions and sample preparation for GC-TCD analyses 

GC experiments were conducted with a Clarus 690-Arnel GC system 
(PerkinElmer, USA) equipped with two thermal conductivity detectors 
(TCD). TotalChrom 6.3.4 software packages were used for data acqui-
sition and data analysis. Gas samples were taken from pouch cells by 
first injecting 5 ml argon gas into the cells via a syringe (a septum was 
fixed onto the pouch bag foil) followed by extracting 5 ml of the com-
bined gas from the pouch cell in an argon-filled glovebox (oxygen and 
water content <1 ppm). Thereafter, the gas was injected into the gas 
injection system to load all gas loops of the GC system with the extracted 
gas. Argon, ethylene (C2H4), and methane (CH4) were detected on the 
TCD-Arnel GC system. Helium and nitrogen were used as carrier gases 
for the measurements. 

2.8. XPS analyses conditions and sample preparation for XPS analyses 

A K-Alpha spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK) was used for 
the XPS analyses. A microfocused, monochromated Al Kα X-ray source 
with 400 μm spot size was applied and a pass energy of 50 eV was used. 
Data acquisition and handling was done by the Thermo Avantage soft-
ware by Parry et al. [14]. One or more Voigt profiles were used to fit the 
spectra. For quantification, Scofield sensitivity factors were applied. All 
spectra were referenced in binding energy to the hydrocarbon C1s peak 
at 285 eV. Furthermore, the intensity of each spectrum was normalized 
to its maximum intensity. 

For the XPS analyses, the cells were opened, and pieces of the elec-
trodes were cut. Subsequently, the cut electrode pieces were washed by 
short submersion in 1 ml DMC. Afterwards, the electrode pieces were 
mounted on a sample holder using conductive copper tape. The sample 
preparation was conducted in an argon-filled glovebox (oxygen and 
water content <1 ppm). Transfer to the spectrometer was done via a 
transfer module under inert gas conditions. 

2.9. ICP-OES conditions and sample preparation for the ICP-OES 
analyses 

The quantification of the elements lithium, manganese, nickel, and 
cobalt in the electrodes was performed by an iCAP 7600 ICP-OES Duo 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The analysis of the elements was 
accomplished with four different matrix adapted calibration solutions 
and an internal standard, namely scandium that was added to each 
sample with mass fractions of about 2.00⋅10− 4 wt%. The three major 
wavelengths of the elements were used for the quantifications. In 
Table S3 and Table S4 in the supplementary information, the ranges of 
the mass fractions of the analyzed elements in the samples and the 
wavelengths used for the quantifications are listed. 

The anodes and cathodes extracted from the cells were immersed in 
DMC for 1 h. The electrodes were weighed afterwards for the eventual 
calculation of the absolute amounts of the quantified elements. Weighed 
pieces of the anodes and cathodes with a total weight of about 40–70 mg 
per cell were subsequently put into aqua regia (6 ml hydrochloric acid 
subboiled and 2 ml nitric acid subboiled). The aqua regia with the 
electrodes was stored in a graphite oven at 80 ◦C for 4 h. 

2.10. EDX/SEM conditions and sample preparation for EDX/SEM 
analyses 

A Supra 55 (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) was utilized for the SEM ana-
lyses. An Ultim Extreme detector (Oxford Instruments, UK) with AZtec 
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software (version 4.2) was used for the EDX analyses. The SEM accel-
eration voltage was set to 4 kV. The electrodes extracted from the cells 
were immersed in DMC for 1 h. Pieces of about 0.5 cm2 were subse-
quently cut out from the electrodes and mounted on sample holders by 
conductive tapes. No sputter-coating was applied. Some electrode 
samples were additionally cross-sectioned by an ion beam milling sys-
tem (EM TIC 3X, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany) using argon ions 
and an accelerating voltage of 6 kV at 2.2 mA gun current. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Capacity and internal resistance progression 

To trace the process of electrochemical aging, the cells are investi-
gated by different analysis methods before formation, after formation, 
and after different numbers of cycles until a remaining capacity of 80% 
is reached in this study. In Fig. 1(a), the relative discharge capacity of 
the analyzed cells cycled at 2 C charge and 3 C discharge until reaching a 
remaining capacity of 90% and 80% are plotted against the number of 
cycles. While the capacity decay is pronounced at the beginning of the 
cycling, it slows down with increasing numbers of cycles, suggesting a 
deceleration of cell aging at increased numbers of cycles. As the varia-
tion of the relative discharge capacity between the cells increase with 
number of cycles, the longer cycled cells are not analyzed after fixed 
number of cycles, but after having reached a certain remaining capacity. 
Thus, it is ensured that the investigated cells have the same aging level. 

The DC internal resistances at different SOCs from three of the 
analyzed cells cycled until a remaining capacity of 80% in dependence 
on the number of cycles can be seen in Fig. 1(b). In literature, a 
continuous increase of the internal resistance of lithium-ion cells espe-
cially with VC-containing electrolyte with increasing number of cycles 
and capacity loss, is described [15]. Accordingly, the DC internal 
resistance rises gradually with number of cycles during prolonged 
cycling. 

3.2. Electrochemical decomposition of the electrolyte 

The electrolytes are extracted each from three independent cells, 
namely before formation (called “fresh”), after formation, after 25 cy-
cles, and after cycling at remaining capacities of 95%, 90%, and 80%. 
The HPLC analyses of the extracted electrolytes are conducted 
completely independently of each other on three different days with 
three times complete sample preparation, for each of the three equally 
treated cells to check reproducibility. The electrolytes are extracted 
from the cells by DEC injection that enables not only the determination 
of the concentrations of the electrolyte components, but also of their 
absolute amounts of substance in the cell according to literature [13]. 

The concentrations in the original electrolyte (before DEC injection) are 
calculated based on the quantified concentrations of DEC, EC, DMC, VC, 
Li+, and PF6

− in the extract. DEC, EC, DMC, and VC are quantified by 
HPLC-UV/Vis, whereas Li+ and PF6

− are quantified by HPLC-ESI/MS. 
The average concentrations of EC, DMC, VC, Li+, and PF6

− in the 
different aging stages are shown in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b) and (c), the 
average, relative amounts of substance in the different stages of elec-
trochemical aging are shown. The relative amount of substance is the 
determined, absolute amount of substance relative to the corresponding, 
initial amount of substance in the cell. The initial amount of substance in 
the cell is the concentration in the electrolyte LP30 + VC multiplied with 
the mass of LP30 + VC filled into the cell during cell assembly. The 
determined, absolute amounts of substance are calculated by the 
quantified concentrations of DEC, EC, DMC, VC, Li+, and PF6

− in the 
extract, as well as the mass of DEC injected into the cell. Generally, the 
uncertainties of the relative amounts of substance in Fig. 2(b) and (c) are 
higher than the uncertainties of the concentrations in Fig. 2(a), as the 
relative amounts of substance depend on the quantified concentrations 
with a certain error and the quantified mass of the original electrolyte 
inside the cell with a certain error. The relative amounts of substance of 
DMC in the fresh cells are distinctly lower than the expected value of 
100% (see Fig. 2(b) and (c)), due to a certain DMC loss during sealing of 
the cell by vacuum and/or during the extraction itself, as reported in 
literature [13]. 

The data in Fig. 2(a) suggest a distinct VC decomposition during 
formation followed by an almost constant VC concentration during long- 
term cycling. By contrast, the concentrations of the other components do 
not show any obvious trends. 

Two phases of electrochemical aging can be identified in Fig. 2(c) 
throughout the lifetime of the pouch cell: During formation and the first 
25 cycles in phase I, a fast and distinct decomposition of VC by about 
30% can be seen, whereas no significant degradations of the other 
components are visible. During long-term cycling, meaning from the 
26th cycle until the about 800th cycle in phase II, a small deceleration of 
the VC decomposition is observed (see Fig. 2(c)). The relative amounts 
of substance of each electrolyte component are reduced slowly in phase 
II by about 10% (see Fig. 2(c)). The distinction of these two phases of 
electrochemical aging is confirmed by the coulombic efficiencies of the 
cells that are shown in Fig. S1 in the supplementary information. The 
coulombic efficiencies are relatively low during phase I indicating an 
ongoing SEI buildup after formation during the first about 25 cycles. In 
phase II, the coulombic efficiencies are higher suggesting a slow SEI 
growth during long-term cycling. 

For an identification of the dominating, electrochemical decompo-
sition mechanisms in the electrolyte it is more informative to consider 
the absolute amounts of substance decomposed electrochemically. In 
Fig. 3(a), the average, absolute decomposed amounts of substance of EC, 

Fig. 1. (a) Relative discharge capacities of the analyzed cells cycled until a remaining capacity of 90% and 80% in dependence on the number of cycles. After every 
100 cycles, a checkup cycle is performed with a current of 0.1 C, followed by the determination of the DC internal resistances at various SOCs. (b) DC internal 
resistance of three cells cycled until a remaining capacity of 80% in dependence on the number of cycles at various SOCs. 
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DMC, VC, Li+, and PF6
− during phase I and during phase II, as well as 

during phase I plus phase II taken together, are shown. In Fig. 3(b), the 
average, relative electrolyte masses in dependence on the number of 
cycles are depicted. The relative electrolyte mass corresponds to the 
quantified electrolyte mass divided by the initial, weighed electrolyte 
mass in the cell. The quantified electrolyte mass in the cell is determined 
based on the quantified DEC concentration in the extract and the 
weighed mass of the DEC injected into the cell. 

During formation and the first 25 cycles in phase I, the data in Fig. 3 

(a) suggest a preferential decomposition of VC and EC by about 100 
μmol, whereas a degradation of DMC, Li+, and PF6

− cannot be observed 
in this phase. In literature, a preferential, reductive decomposition of VC 
in lithium-ion cells on graphite anodes during formation is described [5, 
16,17]. Decomposition products of VC, like polymerized VC, deposit on 
the anode and contribute to the SEI buildup [5,16,17]. A preferential 
reduction of EC on graphite anodes particularly during the formation 
associated with SEI buildup is generally known for cells with VC-free 
electrolytes [18,19]. It is generally accepted that VC suppresses the 

Fig. 2. (a) Average concentrations of EC, DMC, and VC quantified by HPLC-UV/Vis, as well as the average concentrations of Li+ and PF6
− quantified by HPLC-ESI/MS 

at selected stages of electrochemical aging. (b/c) Average, relative amounts of substance of EC, DMC, VC, Li+, and PF6
− in the cells in dependence on the investigated 

stages of electrochemical aging (b) and on the number of cycles (c). The first phase of electrochemical aging is marked in blue, while the second phase is marked in 
red (c). The error bars in (a), (b), and (c) are the standard deviations of the mean calculated based on the three single values per indicated, average value. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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decomposition of the other electrolyte components on graphite anodes 
during first charging, as it is reduced at higher anode potentials and thus 
earlier than EC [16]. Nevertheless, the generation of gases associated 
especially with EC reduction during initial charging was detected in 
graphite anode/lithium half-cells with VC-containing electrolyte (1 M 
LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1:1 by volume) mixed with 2 wt% VC) by Ota et al. 
[16]. The gas ethylene suggesting EC reduction were detected in lower 
amounts in the cells with VC-containing electrolyte than in the cells with 
VC-free electrolyte after initial charging, but still in substantial amounts 
[16]. By contrast, methane as specific indicator for DMC reduction, was 
hardly detected in the VC-containing cells after initial charging [16], 
suggesting a minor DMC decomposition. These suggestions for a sig-
nificant VC and EC decomposition during initial charging in literature 
agrees well with the decomposition of exclusively VC and EC during 
phase I (see Fig. 3(a)). The reported preferential contribution of EC to 
the Li+ solvation shell compared to DMC and VC [12] might explain the 
pronounced EC decomposition in phase I. The reduction potential and 
the composition of the Li+ solvation shell influence the preferential 
solvent reduction [12]. Hence, the preferential VC decomposition might 
be attributed to the higher reduction potential of VC compared to EC and 
DMC [12], whereas the preferential EC decomposition might be 
explained by the dominance of EC in the Li+ solvation shell. A decom-
position of VC together with EC, as proposed by Ushirogata et al. [11], 
might be another explanation for the similar consumptions of EC and VC 
in phase I. It is notable that the preferential decomposition of VC and EC 
is not only observed during formation, but also during the first 25 cycles. 
Thus, similar electrochemical decompositions proceed during the first 
cycles after formation. 

During long-term cycling in phase II, the EC and DMC loss is the 
highest, while the degradation of the other components is clearly 
slighter (see Fig. 3(a)). The reason for that is a non-preferential 
decomposition of each electrolyte component to similar extents in 
phase II (see Fig. 2(c)). Additionally, the initial EC and DMC amounts in 
the cells are much higher than the initial amounts of LiPF6 and VC. 
Consequently, the decomposed EC and DMC amount is the highest. 
Indeed, also a significant salt decomposition during long-term cycling in 
phase II is detectable. During cell aging, LiPF6 is known to be decom-
posed to POF3 and lithium fluoride (LiF), a main SEI component, among 
others [4]. The decomposed amount of substance of VC is distinctly 
lower in phase II than in phase I (see Fig. 3(a)), suggesting a deceleration 
of VC degradation and thus possibly other dominating triggers of elec-
trochemical aging and capacity loss during prolonged cycling. 

While the relative amounts of substance in Fig. 2(b) and (c), as well 
as the absolute decomposed amounts of substance in Fig. 3(a) reveal the 
decomposition of EC, DMC, VC, and LiPF6, the concentrations in Fig. 2 
(a) indicate just the VC degradation. The reason for this phenomenon is 

the continuous decrease of the total electrolyte amount in the cells 
during formation and cycling, as can be concluded from Fig. 3(b). 
During formation and cycling, the buildup and growth of surface layers 
on the electrodes are associated with a continuous electrolyte con-
sumption [3,5,16–18]. Accordingly, the findings in Fig. 3(b) indicate an 
ongoing reduction of the electrolyte amount in the cells during forma-
tion and cycling. This decrease of the electrolyte amount explains, why 
the concentrations do not provide reliable insight into the real decom-
position of the electrolyte [13]. 

3.3. Investigation of the ethylene/methane evolution 

To confirm the preferential decomposition of EC in phase I identified 
by HPLC measurements (see Fig. 3(a)), the evolved amounts of ethylene 
and methane are analyzed from gas samples of pouch cells after 25 cy-
cles by GC. Ethylene is known to be generated by electrochemical 
reduction of EC [16,20,21], whereas methane is a known indicator for 
electrochemical decomposition of DMC [16]. Gas is extracted from a cell 
after 25 cycles containing the mixed electrolyte (initial electrolyte: 
LP30 + VC). Besides, gas is also extracted from cells after 25 cycles (at 1 
C charge and 1 C discharge rate) each containing either EC electrolyte 
(initial electrolyte: 1 M LiPF6 in pure EC), DMC electrolyte (initial 
electrolyte: 1 M LiPF6 in pure DMC), or VC electrolyte (initial electro-
lyte: 1 M LiPF6 in pure VC). The extracted gases are analyzed by 
GC-TCD. The peak area ratios ethylene/argon (area of ethylene peak 
divided by area of argon peak) and methane/argon (area of methane 
peak divided by area of argon peak) calculated by the chromatograms 
are a measure for the generated amounts of the respective gases in the 
cell, as the same argon volume is injected into each cell before extrac-
tion. The peak area ratios ethylene/argon and methane/argon for the 
investigated cells are depicted in Fig. 4. 

For the cells with mixed electrolyte and EC electrolyte after 25 cy-
cles, the peak area ratios ethylene/argon are both similar and relatively 
high (see Fig. 4). In contrast, the peak area ratios ethylene/argon are 
relatively low for the cell with DMC electrolyte and VC electrolyte (see 
Fig. 4). The similar values of the peak area ratio ethylene/argon in the 
cells with mixed electrolyte and EC electrolyte confirm the pronounced 
EC decomposition in the electrolyte during formation and 25 cycles (see 
Fig. 3(a)). The peak area ratio methane/argon is high only for the cell 
with DMC electrolyte after 25 cycles in Fig. 4, as expected. In the cell 
with mixed electrolyte, no considerable methane amounts are detected, 
which matches the data in Fig. 3(a) indicating no substantial DMC 
decomposition during formation and 25 cycles. 

Fig. 3. (a) Average, decomposed amounts of sub-
stance during formation plus 25 cycles (phase I, blue 
bars), between the 26th cycle and the about 800th 
cycle (phase II, red bars), as well as during formation 
plus about 800 cycles altogether (phase I + phase II, 
purple bars). A precise description of the calculation 
of these decomposed amounts of substance can be 
found in the supplementary information in section 
S2.1. Each indicated value corresponds to the mean of 
three single values. The error bars show the associ-
ated standard deviation of the mean. (b) Average 
electrolyte masses in the fresh cells (N = 3), the cells 
after formation (N = 3), the cells after 25 cycles (N =
3), the cells after cycling until a remaining capacity of 
95% (N = 3), 90% (N = 3), and 80% (N = 3) deter-
mined by HPLC analyses related to the respective 
initial electrolyte masses in dependence on the num-
ber of cycles. The error bars represent the standard 

deviation of the mean calculated by the three single values per shown average value. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the Web version of this article.)   
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3.4. Surface analyses of the electrodes by XPS 

Electrode surfaces are analyzed by XPS to investigate the composi-
tion of the surface layers resulting from the decomposition of the elec-
trolyte components. The investigated electrodes are extracted from a 
fresh cell, a cell after formation, after 25 cycles, and after cycling until a 
remaining capacity of 80% each initially filled with LP30 + VC (mixed 
electrolyte). Additionally, investigated anodes are also extracted from 
three cells after formation that are initially filled with either 1 M LiPF6 in 
pure DMC (DMC electrolyte), 1 M LiPF6 in pure EC (EC electrolyte), or 1 
M LiPF6 in pure VC (VC electrolyte). The C1s and O1s photoelectron 
spectra of the investigated anodes are depicted in Fig. 5. 

The data in Fig. 5(a) shows that the graphite peak (red) decreases in 
intensity during formation, which is explained by the buildup of the SEI 
layer. However, because graphite is still detectable, the SEI is thinner 
than 5–10 nm (equivalent to the information depth of XPS) after for-
mation. The Cb peak (291.3 eV, purple) in the C1s spectrum and the Ob 
peak (534.5 eV, purple) in the O1s spectrum are detected just on the 
anode from the cell with the mixed electrolyte and the VC electrolyte 
after formation (see Fig. 5). In fact, these peaks can be ascribed to 
polymerized VC (poly(VC)) that represents a major SEI component after 
formation. Peak assignments of the poly(VC) species are done according 
to El Ouatani et al. [17]. In literature, poly(VC) is proposed to be the 
main decomposition product of VC [16,22]. Interestingly, -C-O (286.15 
eV), –CO2 (288.8 eV), and –CO3 (290.3 eV) species are also observed 
after formation. When compared to the spectra of electrodes cycled in 
the DMC electrolyte, EC electrolyte, and VC electrolyte, these three 
species can be clearly assigned to EC decomposition products (see Fig. 5 
(c)). Accordingly, –CO3 groups might be attributed to lithium carbonate, 
a known component of the SEI formed in EC based electrolytes [23]. 
Therefore, XPS shows that both VC and EC are decomposed during 
formation. In the C1s spectrum of the anode after 25 cycles in Fig. 5(a), 
the graphite peak is has disappeared suggesting the SEI to be thicker 
than 5–10 nm. Additionally, the peaks ascribed to poly(VC) are absent in 
the C1s and O1s spectra of the anode after 25 cycles (see Fig. 5(a) and 
(b)), suggesting VC decomposition to be stronger in early cycling stages. 
Instead, the intensity of the peaks indicating EC decomposition, i.e. 
-C-O, –CO2, and –CO3 is increased. The most notable observation in the 
SEI composition after cycling until a remaining capacity of 80% is the 
increase in intensity of fluorine-containing SEI components like LiF in 
the F1s spectra (see Fig. S2(a) in the supplementary information). In 
fact, XPS indicates for the SEI to be mainly composed of LiF after 

long-term cycling, suggesting ongoing salt decomposition upon cycling. 
A detailed description of the peaks in the spectra shown in Fig. 5 can be 
found in section S2.2 of the supplementary information. 

Electrolyte decomposition also occurs on the cathode, forming the 
cathode electrolyte interface (CEI). The growth of this layer can be 
followed in the O1s spectra in Fig. S3(b) in the supplementary infor-
mation by a continuous decrease of the metal oxide peaks from 
NCM622. As the NCM622 oxide peak is still visible after prolonged 
cycling, the emerging surface film is thinner than the XPS probing depth, 
i.e., 5–10 nm. When comparing electrode/electrolyte interphases on 
anode and cathode, we can conclude that most of the electrolyte 
decomposition products are deposited on the anode during formation 
and long-term cycling. 

Overall, XPS identifies poly(VC) as a major SEI component after 
formation. This suggests for the early SEI to be mainly formed by VC 
decomposition products, in contrast to later cycling stages, where the 
poly(VC) component is not detected with XPS. These findings agree with 
HPLC measurements, which indicate a preferential VC decomposition 
during formation. EC decomposition products are detected after for-
mation and after 25 cycles, which matches the pronounced EC decom-
position during formation and 25 cycles (see Fig. 3(a)). XPS 
measurements reveal that LiF is the main SEI component after cycling 
until a remaining capacity of 80%. Contrary to this, HPLC does not 
indicate LiPF6 degradation to be dominant, although it reveals slight 
LiPF6 decomposition upon long-term cycling, as can be concluded from 
Fig. 3(a). This difference might result from the fact that with HPLC the 
global LiPF6 decomposition is determined, while XPS can only analyze 
locally the composition of the first 5–10 nm of a spot with 400 μm 
diameter. 

3.5. ICP-OES analyses of the electrodes 

The content of lithium (Li), manganese (Mn), nickel (Ni), and cobalt 
(Co) in anodes extracted from a fresh cell, a cell after formation, a cell 
each after cycling until a remaining capacity of 95%, 90%, and 80% are 
determined by ICP-OES. To ensure a defined, fully discharged state, each 
of these cells (except the fresh cell) is discharged to 3 V and held at this 
voltage for 4 h before the ICP-OES analyses. The initial amount of sub-
stance of Li in the cathodes is about 5300 μmol per cell, whereas the 
initial amount of substance of Li+ in the electrolyte is about 900 μmol 
per cell. In Fig. 6, the average, quantified amounts of substance of Li and 
the transition metals are shown for the investigated anodes (four anode 
pieces at each cell) at different stages of electrochemical aging. 

As explained in section S2.3 in the supplementary information, the 
irreversible capacity losses are mainly induced by Li trapping in the 
anodes, respectively the SEI, as described in literature [24]. Thus, a 
substantial capacity loss by other mechanisms, such as contact loss of 
NCM622 particles on the cathode side, can be excluded. Summarized, 
968 ± 47 μmol additional Li is detected in the anodes after cycling until 
a remaining capacity of 80%. There are two sources, from which Li could 
originate: First, “cycleable Li”, which is found within the cathode 
initially and therefore contributing directly to the capacity. Second, 
“non-cycleable Li” which is initially found in the electrolyte. With some 
uncertainties, 818 ± 77 μmol of these 968 ± 47 μmol is cycleable Li, 
while 52 ± 33 μmol of these 968 ± 47 μmol is non-cycleable Li (see 
Fig. 3(a)). The irreversible bonding of Li at the anode side is very fast and 
distinct during formation (see Fig. 6(b)). During cycling, the irreversible 
bonding of Li slows down with increasing number of cycles. 

During formation, no deposition of Mn, Ni, and Co on the anodes can 
be observed (see Fig. 6(a)). Hence, the distinct, irreversible bonding of Li 
is not triggered by a deposition of transition metals on the anode during 
formation. Indeed, the deposited amount of substance of Mn, Ni, and Co 
on the anodes increases linearly with the number of cycles, as can be 
seen in Fig. 6(b). Furthermore, the data in Fig. 6 indicate a preferential 
transfer of Mn from the cathodes to the anodes, as reported in literature 
[7]. Ni and Mn are admittedly detected in similar amounts in the anodes 

Fig. 4. Peak area ratios ethylene/argon and methane/argon determined by GC- 
TCD in gas from cells after 25 cycles. The cells are initially filled either with 
LP30 + VC, 1 M LiPF6 in pure EC, 1 M LiPF6 in pure DMC, or 1 M LiPF6 in 
pure VC. 
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(see Fig. 6), but it needs to be considered that the used cathodes with 
NCM622 as active material contain three times more Ni than Mn. From 
literature, it is known that transition metals, especially Mn, in the SEI 
promote electrolyte degradation and capacity loss in lithium-ion cells 
[7,8,25]. Nevertheless, the irreversible bonding of Li in the anodes is not 
directly coupled to the deposition of the transition metals, as the 

irreversible bonding of Li in the anodes is decelerated with increasing 
number of cycles, while the amounts of substance of the transition 
metals increase linearly with the number of cycles. This finding con-
tradicts the observations made by Gilbert et al. in LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 
(NCM523)/graphite coin cells that the Li trapping in the SEI layer is 
directly linked to the co-deposition of Mn [7]. They concluded that 

Fig. 5. C1s spectra (a) and O1s spectra (b) of anodes from a fresh cell, a cell after formation, after 25 cycles, and after cycling until a remaining capacity of 80% each 
initially filled with the electrolyte LP30 + VC. Additionally, C1s spectra (c), as well as O1s spectra (d) of anodes from cells after formation that are initially filled with 
either 1 M LiPF6 in pure DMC, 1 M LiPF6 in pure EC, or 1 M LiPF6 in pure VC, are shown. 
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around 100 extra Li+ ions are trapped for every Mn ion in the SEI [7]. As 
can be concluded from Fig. 6, the amounts of Li additionally trapped in 
the anodes during cycling are distinctly higher relative to the Mn 
amounts (around 300 extra Li atoms per Mn atom comparing the cell 
after formation with the cycled cell with a remaining capacity of 80%). 
The reason for this discrepancy could be traced back to different cell 
formats (pouch vs. coin cells), to different cathode active materials 
(NCM622 vs. NCM523), or presence of additives (VC-containing vs. 
VC-free electrolyte). Jung et al. stated that capacity fading and loss of 
cycleable Li by the presence of transition metals in the SEI is reduced 

with increasing number of cycles [25]. This agrees with the constant 
accumulation of transition metals and the simultaneous deceleration of 
the Li trapping in the anodes during cycling, shown in Fig. 6(b). 

3.6. Morphology analyses of the electrodes by SEM/EDX 

Electrodes from cells in different aging stages are investigated by 
SEM and EDX. Fig. 7(a) displays SEM images from the separator-facing 
surface of the anodes. The graphite particles in these images are the big, 
flake-shaped particles, while the small, dot-like particles are the carbon 

Fig. 6. Amounts of substance of Li, Mn, Ni, and Co in the anodes of a fresh cell, a cell after formation, as well as a cell each after cycling until a remaining capacity of 
95%, 90%, and 80% quantified by ICP-OES in dependence on the investigated stages of electrochemical aging (a) and the number of cycles (b). The error bars 
correspond to the standard deviations of the mean determined based on the four single values per indicated average value. 

Fig. 7. (a) SEM images from the surface of a fresh 
anode, an anode after formation, as well as after 
cycling until a remaining capacity of 90% and 80%. 
(b) Distribution of the elements on the surface of an 
anode after formation, as well as after cycling until a 
remaining capacity of 90% and 80%, determined by 
EDX analyses. The color green marks spots with a 
high oxygen concentration, while red marks a high 
carbon concentration. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the Web version of this article.)   
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black particles visible on the graphite particles. These SEM images 
indicate no distinct changes of the anode surfaces during formation and 
cycling until a remaining capacity of 90%. In contrast, the SEM image 
from the anode surface after cycling until a remaining capacity of 80% 
shows distinct spherical and tubular deposits on the graphite particles. 
To gain further information about the origin of these deposits, their 
elemental composition is analyzed by EDX. Fig. 7(b) shows the distri-
bution of the elements on the surface of anodes in selected aging stages. 
In Fig. 7(b), high oxygen concentrations in the surface layers are marked 
in green, whereas high carbon concentrations appear in red. A high 
oxygen concentration is an indicator for an SEI consisting of decompo-
sition products of EC, DMC, and VC. A high carbon concentration sug-
gests a dominance of graphite in the surface layer and thus the absence 
of a thick SEI. Thin SEI layers are hardly detectable by EDX due to a 
limited spatial resolution of several hundred nm. The color cyan in Fig. 7 
(b) indicates a high aluminum and oxygen concentration that can be 
attributed to aluminum oxide (Al2O3) from the separator. 

Fig. 7(b) indicates a preferential buildup of a thin SEI at the graphite 
particles edges during formation. The mentioned, spherical and tubular 
deposits on the graphite particles after cycling until a remaining ca-
pacity of 80% appear green (see Fig. 7(b)) and represents thus SEI 
consisting of decomposition products from EC, DMC, and/or VC. Beside 
these spherical and tubular deposits on the graphite particles, distinct, 
oxygen-containing SEI is also visible on the graphite particle edges after 
long-term cycling in Fig. 7(b), as already observed after formation. The 
image from the anode after cycling until a remaining capacity of 90% in 
Fig. 7(b) shows relatively slight deposits on the graphite particles. 
Nevertheless, beginnings of the mentioned spherical and tubular de-
posits on the graphite particles are already visible at this stage. From the 
images in Fig. 7, it can be concluded that most of the decomposition 
products from the electrolyte are deposited in the later stages of elec-
trochemical aging. This conclusion agrees only partially with the finding 
indicating a fast electrolyte degradation in the early stages during for-
mation and the first 150 cycles, and a subsequent deceleration (see 
Figs. 2(c) and Fig. 3(b)). On the other hand, the observed, slight amount 
of SEI material after formation and the huge amount of SEI material after 
prolonged cycling in Fig. 7 are consistent with the much stronger elec-
trolyte consumption during long-term cycling than during formation 
(see Fig. 3(b)). 

From literature it is known that the SEI on the basal planes is much 
thinner than the SEI at the edge of the graphite particles [26–28], which 
agrees with the observed, preferential SEI buildup at the graphite par-
ticle edges in Fig. 7(b). Carbon atoms at the edge sites are reported to 
have a much higher reactivity than carbon atoms in the basal planes of 
graphite particles [28], which might explain this phenomenon. The 
mentioned, spherical deposits on the graphite particles after long-term 
cycling might be ascribed to a preferential SEI buildup on the carbon 
black particles that have small sizes and thus large surface areas. Small 
particle sizes and large surface areas lead to enhanced irreversible ca-
pacity loss and associated SEI buildup [28]. The tubular deposits on the 
basal planes after prolonged cycling in Fig. 7 might be induced by 
deposited transition metals from the cathode in the SEI, which would 
match the observed linear increase of the transition metal amounts in 
the anodes with the number of cycles in Fig. 6(b). Solchenbach et al. 
proposed that Mn in the SEI leads to the reduction of lithium ethylene 
dicarbonate, a major SEI component, to lithium carbonate and the gas 
ethylene associated with cracks in the SEI [8]. These cracks are filled 
with electrolyte that is reduced, leading to SEI growth [8]. Accordingly, 
the observed, tubular deposits on the basal planes of the graphite par-
ticles after long-term cycling in Fig. 7 might be ascribed to Mn 
contamination and resulting electrolyte degradation. Another reason for 
these tubular deposits could be crack formation in the graphite particles 
by volume changes during lithiation and delithiation, as described in 
literature [29,30]. The electrolyte in the cracks is known to be reduced 
at the graphite surface resulting in buildup of new SEI material [29,30]. 
Thus, the tubular deposits on the graphite particles after prolonged 

cycling might have been formed along transgranular cracks, similar to 
those observed by Harris et al. [31]. To check the appearance of cracks 
in the graphite particles, SEM images from the cross-sections of the fresh 
anode and the anode after cycling until a remaining capacity of 80% are 
recorded, which are pictured in Fig. 8(a). Additionally, these 
cross-section images are also shown with the distribution of the elements 
determined by EDX in Fig. 8(a). A high oxygen concentration is marked 
in green, indicating the presence of a SEI. A high carbon concentration is 
marked in red. The changes in the cathode during formation and cycling 
are also investigated by SEM. In Fig. 8(b), the cross-sections of the 
cathodes in different aging stages are shown. 

In Fig. 8(a), a distinct increase of the anode coating thickness can be 
observed by formation and long-term cycling that can be attributed to 
the SEI and to an increase of the porosity. The porosity corresponds to 
the volume ratio of the void space within materials [29]. It is known that 

Fig. 8. (a) SEM image from the cross-section of an anode from the fresh cell and 
of an anode from the cell after cycling until a remaining capacity of 80%. 
Furthermore, the same images are shown with the distribution of the elements, 
determined by EDX. The color green marks spots with a high oxygen concen-
tration, while red marks a high carbon concentration. (b) Cross-section images 
from a cathode of the fresh cell, the cell after formation, the cell after cycling 
until a remaining capacity of 90%, and 80%, recorded by SEM. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the Web version of this article.) 
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“the change in porosity before and after electrochemical cycles, which 
results from crack growth, can be used to quantify the degree of frac-
ture” [29]. Furthermore, oxygen-containing SEI can also be seen 
partially inside the graphite particles after prolonged cycling in Fig. 8 
(a), possibly confirming crack formation and associated electrolyte 
degradation. This crack formation is plausible, as the cycling of the cells 
in this study is conducted with high currents. Crack formation is 
enhanced by high charge and discharge currents due to the higher me-
chanical stress during cycling [30]. 

Hence, crack formation due to volume changes of the graphite par-
ticles on the one side and transition metal contamination of the SEI on 
the other side are mainly responsible for the capacity fade and the 
associated electrolyte decomposition during prolonged cycling. Indeed, 
it is not obvious, how big the contributions from both mechanisms are. 

The image from the cathode of the fresh cell and the cell after for-
mation in Fig. 8(b) show almost no fractures in the spherical NCM622 
secondary particles. By contrast, a distinct crack formation is visible in 
the images from the cathode after cycling until a remaining capacity of 
90% and 80% in Fig. 8(b). The lithiation and delithiation of the NCM622 
particles is associated with crack formation, leading to an enhanced 
dissolution of transition metals in the electrolyte [7]. The dissolved 
transition metals migrate to the anode and deposit in the SEI, acceler-
ating electrolyte decomposition and SEI growth [7,8,25]. Hence, the 
observed cracks in the NCM622 particles after prolonged cycling in 
Fig. 8(b) matches the continuous accumulation of the transition metals 
in the anodes during cycling (see Fig. 6). 

4. Conclusions 

A comprehensive investigation of electrochemical processes in 
NCM622/graphite lithium-ion pouch cells initially filled with LP30 +
VC during formation and cycling is the objective of this study. For this 
purpose, a method for electrolyte extraction from pouch cells and sub-
sequent quantitative analyses by HPLC-UV/Vis and HPLC-ESI/MS are 
used to investigate the absolute consumption of the electrolyte compo-
nents by electrochemical decomposition. To get a comprehensive insight 
into the whole cell chemistry during electrochemical aging, comple-
mentary analysis methods, namely ICP-OES, XPS, SEM, EDX, and GC, 
are applied. 

Two different phases are identified during cell aging. In phase I, 
during formation and the first 25 cycles, a thin SEI is built especially at 
the graphite particle edges by pronounced decomposition of VC and EC. 
VC is preferentially reduced, since it has a higher reduction potential 
than EC and DMC. On the other hand, the simultaneous EC decompo-
sition might be ascribed to the dominance of EC in the Li+ solvation 
shell. The VC and EC consumption each by about 100 μmol in phase I is 
accompanied by a distinct capacity loss mainly through Li trapping in 
the anodes. In phase I, no DMC and LiPF6 decomposition is detected. The 
relatively high amount of evolved ethylene (indicator for EC reduction) 
and the relatively low amount of evolved methane (indicator for DMC 
reduction) in a cell after 25 cycles confirm the pronounced EC decom-
position and the electrochemical stability of DMC in phase I. Substantial 
amounts of poly(VC) and –CO3 groups detected on the anodes after 
formation and after 25 cycles, respectively, can be assigned to VC and EC 
decomposition products confirming the distinct VC and EC decomposi-
tion, as well. 

During long-term cycling in phase II (from the 26th cycle until the 
about 800th cycle), the capacity loss is still induced mainly by Li trap-
ping in the anodes and the SEI grows continuously on the graphite 
particle edges. Additionally, SEI is now also deposited on the basal 
planes of the graphite particles in spherical and tubular deposits. The 
spherical deposits represent SEI formed on the carbon black particles. 
The tubular deposits might result from SEI cracking (in combination 
with graphite particle cracking) and consequent SEI rebuilding. Simul-
taneously, a non-preferential decomposition of the electrolyte compo-
nents is observed in phase II, meaning EC, DMC, VC, and LiPF6 are 

decomposed according to their abundance. Hence, EC and DMC are 
consumed the most by about 500 μmol each, while the VC loss is just 
about 40 μmol. The decomposed salt amount is moderate with about 70 
μmol. Two triggers for the electrolyte decomposition during long-term 
cycling are identified: On the one hand, there is the progressing SEI 
contamination with transition metals from the cathode, especially Mn, 
associated with accelerated electrolyte decomposition. On the other 
hand, the observed cracks in the graphite particles through volume 
changes during de-/lithiation might create new electrochemically active 
graphite surface accompanied by electrolyte reduction and consequent 
buildup of new SEI. 

The determined Li loss of the cathodes during formation and about 
800 cycles is around 800 μmol corresponding to about 15% of the 
initially present Li in the cathodes. Simultaneously, only 50 μmol Li+

from the electrolyte corresponding to around 6% of the initially present 
Li+ in the electrolyte is lost. Including the uncertainties of the mea-
surements, the sum of both Li losses corresponds to the irreversibly 
bonded Li on the anode side. The loss of cycleable Li calculated based on 
the capacity loss during formation and about 800 cycles is around 900 
μmol and is thus close to the mentioned Li loss of the cathodes. Hence, 
most of the capacity loss during formation and long-term cycling can be 
ascribed to Li trapping in the anodes. 

Summarized, these are new findings resulting from this study:  

• SEI buildup during formation and the first cycles in electrolytes 
containing EC and VC is not induced by an (almost) exclusive VC 
reduction as usually reported, but by a reduction of VC and EC to 
similar extents. 

• SEI growth during long-term cycling is based on a different electro-
lyte decomposition than SEI buildup, namely a decomposition ac-
cording to abundance of the components in the electrolyte. 
Consequently, absolute VC consumption is unexpectedly the lowest 
during long-term cycling.  

• SEI buildup occurs especially on the graphite particle edges, while 
SEI growth during prolonged cycling additionally proceeds on the 
basal planes of the graphite particles. In literature, usually a pref-
erential SEI deposition on the graphite particle edges is reported.  

• The transition metal amounts in the anode increase linearly with the 
number of cycles, while electrolyte decomposition and Li trapping in 
the anode decelerate. Hence, there is no direct correlation between 
electrolyte consumption and Li trapping on the one hand and the 
amounts of transition metals in the SEI on the other hand. 

Future investigations, for example with Mn-free cells, are necessary 
to determine the actual contribution of the Mn contamination in the SEI 
and the crack formation in graphite particles by volume changes during 
de-/lithiation to electrolyte decomposition and capacity fade upon cell 
aging. 
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